Edge for Education
Solution Brief

Zynstra is transforming edge computing for Multi-Academy
Trusts. Purpose built for the edge, our powerful automation
capabilities centrally manage distributed schools at a fraction of
the cost and provides the capability to roll out new education
services faster.
Key Benefits
Zynstra’s unique edge solution for education delivers
bottom line innovation that drive operational
efficiencies to save you costs, and top line innovation
for new applications:

• Edge-scale hardware and software, managed from

the Cloud, which dramatically simplifies school IT and
reduces costs.

• Ability to run multiple workloads and provide a

consistent platform for roll-out of future applications.

• Edge Servers that are self-monitoring, running

hundreds of tests per hour, and self-healing, with the
ability to reboot components if necessary.

• Zynstra’s Support Team providing pro-active

monitoring, problem resolution and industry-leading
SLAs, reducing your support overhead to free up your
IT team to deliver strategic business value.

• Patching, updates and upgrades as part of Zynstra’s

Keep Current service. It removes the need for manual
patching or system management of the HCI core
and infrastructure services required, while ensuring a
consistent and secure system.

• Zynstra has achieved Tier 1 PCI-DSS certification, and

has been subject to the most rigorous audit level across
our software architecture, engineering practices, and
operations center. This provides organizations across all
sectors with confidence in the security of our products,
policies and procedures.

• Enhanced security with access privileges, data

protection, and next generation firewall and intrusion
prevention.

• Automatic provisioning, patching and configuration for
fast set-up of new schools and academies.

• A resilient edge server with the option of high

availability clustering and cloud backup services which
reduces the risk of downtime, and delivers improved
operational security.

Multi-Academy Trusts (MATs) face real challenges in delivering high
capability, low touch information technology across dispersed and diverse
schools. They need to provide a more capable school IT infrastructure
that can deliver the innovative education experiences required by todays
pupils, taking fully into account the lack of local IT skills and ever tightening
budgets. Solving this fundamental education IT challenge is core to the
success of MATs. However, current approaches to education technology
either adopt a cloud only approach or simply patch legacy edge computing
assets, falling short in meeting the challenge. A new strategy is needed that
leverages intelligent automation to transform the economics, speed and
responsiveness of education edge IT - in the school where teachers and
pupils come face to face.
Only Zynstra is reinventing edge infrastructure for education. Our Intelligent
Infrastructure is built for the edge; those distributed schools which don’t
benefit from local IT skills. It powers continuous intelligent automation,
drives innovation that can be deployed at will, and results in accelerated
student vale and efficiency for MATs and the schools they serve.

Education IT Challenges
IT infrastructure increasingly sits at the heart of a school. It has to work for
the staff and pupils, but in doing so, not consume the managements’ entire
attention or school capital expenditure budget. Importantly, it has to enable
innovation in educational techniques and practices.
But IT is complicated enough without having to manage the challenges
around server virtualization, cloud integration, safe browsing network
security, and other advanced IT requirements. The range of technical
skills required keeps growing, along with the time and effort required to
maintain IT.

Remote Management
With limited skills available in individual schools, it’s essential that MATs can
benefit from central solution management; monitoring, fixing, patching
and upgrading systems spread across the full estate of schools, without the
need for frequent expensive site visits. And the more low level operational
tasks that can be automated, the lesser the risk of human error and the
lower the burden on central IT teams.
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Consistency
MATs support a wide range of schools in terms of size, pupil age, and needs, but also need to provide a consistent IT implementation
across all locations to reduce costs and increase service levels
“We have a mixture of small and large schools – some small, church village schools with 60 pupils, and larger, town schools with
about 400 pupils,” says Stef Edwards, CEO of Learn Academies Trust. “We needed cohesion and consistency in IT provisioning,”
The traditional school infrastructure of PCs, servers and devices assembled over time can present real operational issues, and often
cannot serve expanding pupil applications. Multiple computing appliances running multiple applications - manually managed, site
by site, application by application - demands expensive and high skill systems integration and support effort. Inconsistency and
equipment proliferation will inevitably result in a poor experience for staff and pupils – even more so for MATs with a distributed
network of schools.

Escalating cost/skill burden, bottleneck
Many schools have zero on-site technical support, increasing the burden on overstretched IT teams. The cost of sending out an
IT professional to each school across the Trust every time there are technical issues is considerable. As requirements for advanced
education applications grows, new approaches are required to reduce this burden and stop IT being a bottleneck to innovation at the
edge.

Innovation
Schools increasingly require advanced applications to deliver new learning experiences for pupils. And, as needs constantly change
and develop, new applications are constantly needed. Inflexible IT systems make it difficult to quickly deploy new applications
across schools in response to ever changing student needs. If every new application needs new hardware, and extensive and
expensive operation support, then the brakes are out on innovation. A flexible in-school solution with central application deployment
capabilities is required.

Always behind: Unsecure, missed patches
We face an ever growing IT security threat level, and an ever growing need to protect pupil data. The challenge of manually keeping
school systems up to date and secure with the latest patches and upgrades across many distributed and often remote sites is
enormous. The edge is a hostile environment, and you need to be up to date to minimize risk. Massive security risks arise from
systems not being kept up to date.
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Zynstra Solution
The Zynstra Edge for Education solution is comprized of two integrated components:
The Intelligent Control Plane enables the provisioning, management, control and updating of servers and server workloads across
your complete education estate. It simplifies and accelerates what would otherwise be complex IT tasks, while ensuring a consistent,
secure IT environment in school or academy.
The Intelligent Control Plane makes sure that everything is running smoothly, and if you roll out a new school, it is delivered as it is
supposed to be. It makes sure that all patches and updates are automatically applied and is continuously tested to ensure everything
is running correctly.

The Intelligent Edge is a virtualized server located in your school or academy. It’s an edge-scale, hyperconverged core, comprizing
tightly integrated compute, storage, networking, and infrastructure services. It provides a virtualized platform for in-school
applications and provides infrastructure services such as file management, firewall, user management, secure networking
and system back-up.
The Intelligent Edge server is available in a number of hardware configurations, each right-sized for the school environment.
Available in small form factor servers, and deployable in single or dual-node configurations, Zynstra’s Intelligent Edge improves on
cost, space and environmental needs.

The combination of an Intelligent Control Plane and Intelligent Edge replaces the need for multiple server and storage devices
on-site, while ensuring the full lifecycle of the server and its application can be managed through a single Cloud-based service.
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Key Features
The Command Center
The cloud-based operational environment delivering monitoring and management capabilities across the education estate, providing
a centralized control point across all Zynstra edge servers.

Automation Manager
Part of the Intelligent Control Plane, Automation Manager governs new site provisioning, patching, updating, backup and numerous
other processes.
Automation Manager simplifies what are normally manual, complex IT configuration tasks, ensuring IT remains consistent, secure
and compliant throughout its lifecycle.
Patches and feature updates are rolled-out using Zynstra automated procedures that test, stage and then incrementally deploy
updates across multiple sites. Any issues identified by the updates result in roll-back of affected sites and pauses the update process
for pending sites, minimizing the otherwise common risk of downtime due to incompatible software updates.

Configuration Manager
Configuration Manager is the centralized database of edge servers across all sites.
Server and service configuration is managed and maintained in the Intelligent Control Plane, rather than being a simple ‘audit’ of the
local state of each server. This ensures consistent provisioning of new servers and services across schools, and removes the risk of
configuration drifting away from the optimal design over the server’s lifetime.
With Configuration Manager, new schools, academies and applications can be pre-configured before roll-out, even before a server is
deployed on site. This significantly reduces the complexity and time spent on-site configuring servers.
Once operational, servers and IT services remain under the control of Configuration Manager. Critical settings, if modified locally, will
be checked and if necessary reverted by Configuration Manager to ensure the correct on-going operation schools IT.

Edge Scale HCI Core
The Edge Scale HCI core delivers virtualized compute resources and simplified storage provisioning on Zynstra.
The Edge Scale HCI Core is designed specifically for the needs of smaller payloads and is optimized to deliver reliability and
performance on single or dual-node server deployments.

Edge Infrastructure Services
Zyntra’s Intelligent Edge servers include the option to deploy an array of infrastructure services as part of the automated new
site provisioning. Operational continuity, end user, security and networking services can be deployed quickly and efficiently, fully
integrated with the Intelligent Control Plane’s management and security features.
Each service is designed for edge scale, providing the right configuration, performance and optimized footprint to make the most of
the local server’s resources.

Your Applications
Modern schools are running an increasing number of applications locally. And increasingly, these applications must be delivered
locally, with high capacity, low latency compute resources.
Custom applications are deployed in to Windows Server and Linux virtual machines (VMs) running on the edge server. VM
configurations are maintained by Configuration Manager and can be rapidly rolled out to sites thanks to Automation Manager.
VMs benefit from the performance, reliability and security of being deployed on the Intelligent Edge, while your IT team have full
access to manage their configuration and lifecycle.

About Zynstra
Zynstra is a software company formed by experienced technology and business entrepreneurs. The company has a track record
in creating enterprise grade software, and delivering it into successful operation inside some of the most complex and rigorous IT
organizations in the world. Zynstra is the winner of the 2015 IT Industry Awards for infrastructure innovation of the year.
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